**Q202R  Government Source Inspection Contracts (RS25 Program)**

Government inspection is required on this order prior to shipment from your plant. Upon receipt of this Purchase Contract, promptly notify the Government representative who normally services your plant for Government contracts so that appropriate inspection planning by the Government representative can be accomplished.

In the event your facility is not serviced by Government inspection and the area Government inspection representative or agency cannot be located, immediately notify Buyer's Purchasing Department.

All work on this Purchase Contract is subject to inspection and test by the Government at any time and any place, and the level of Government inspections performed will be as determined by the cognizant Government inspection representative and may be conducted during processing, fabrication, or as a final inspection.

Do not proceed with fabrication/manufacture processing until the Government Mandatory Inspection Points (GMIPs) are added to Sellers' manufacturing planning. GMIPs requiring the following: witness, inspect or verify activity shall not be bypassed unless authorized in writing by the Government Inspection Representative. Government Inspections identifying Surveillance (referred to as “in line assessments – ILA1”) activity requires the seller to notify the government office prior to proceeding.

The Government Representative or Agency shall be notified in advance when articles, processes, or services will be ready for required inspection and/or test. If the Government representative has not responded within two working days when the representative is in residence at your facility, or within seven working days in other instances, notify the Buyer.

Seller shall make available to the Government representative all applicable drawings, specifications, and changes thereto, related inspection and/or test equipment, and such other information as may be required to satisfactorily perform the inspections and tests required under this Purchase Contract.

Seller shall ensure that the government inspection acceptance is evident for every individual GMIP and that completion of the government Inspection is evident on seller’s shipping document/packing list. Evidence may be the signature of the government inspection representative with printed name and office or application of the representative’s stamp.

Seller shall request from the government representative the documents that are to be included in the shipment according to the government delegation. Seller shall include these documents with the article shipment.

When manufacture processing affected by GMIPs is subcontracted by Seller, the provisions of this Code Q202R shall be included in its entirety in the Seller's Purchase Order verbatim.